Current Travel Restrictions

Updated November 13, 2020

Yale Travel and Return to Campus Restrictions:

University travel guidelines [1] state that all non-essential travel outside of Connecticut is discouraged for students, faculty, and staff for the duration of this public health crisis. If you have already made travel plans please review the Yale University Travel Restrictions [2] page for additional information, including policies on returning to New Haven. If you are traveling internationally, your destination country may have requirements for COVID-19 testing visit the International SOS COVID-19 Travel Restrictions Tool [3], use Yale's member ID: 11B824535.

Pre-Travel COVID-19 Testing

For COVID-19 PCR testing, undergraduate regular testing results may meet your travel requirement. Other members of the campus community may schedule tests through the Yale COVID-19 Screening Program and should allow enough time to receive the results before you travel. For all other testing needs, contact the Campus COVID Resource Line (203-432-6604.)

Reduced Visa Services

Earlier this summer the State Department announced a phased resumption of routine visa services “on a post-by-post basis.” [4] So far, the U.S. consulates in China have still not resumed normal operations. International students and scholars should check with their local U.S. embassy to see if they have resumed issuing visa appointments. On August 25th the State Department announced that consulates can waive the interview requirement for those who have a visa that has been expired by 24 months or less, [5] This provision is set to expire on 12/31/2020.

Below you can find details about the Presidential Proclamations that still remain active, although some now allow exemptions. For a detailed list of travel bans or restrictions in place now please go the NAFSA: Association of International Educators website. [6]

Preparing to Return to the U.S. and Yale

- Read and follow the Yale COVID-19 guidance [7]
- Check with your host department or school administration to review all protocols
- In some cases it may help if you have a letter from your host department or school administration explaining that you are expected to be on campus

June 22nd Presidential Proclamation (10052) [8]

Suspends entry into the United States by certain H-1B Temporary Workers. While the proclamation mentions J visas it does not affect the common J visa categories used by universities. On October 1st a federal judge ruled to suspend the H-1B travel ban, but only for private companies included in the court case.

May 29th Presidential Proclamation (10043) [10]

Suspension of Entry as Nonimmigrants of Certain Students and Researchers from the People’s Republic of China. The proclamation, now in effect, blocks certain Chinese nationals associated with entities in China that implement or support China’s “military-civil fusion strategy” from using F or J visas to enter the U.S. The proclamation does not apply to undergraduate students or to U.S. permanent residents.

Currently the proclamation does not apply for individuals in the U.S. in F or J status, however, it states the Secretary of State will review and determine if current visa holders subject to the proclamation should have their visas revoked.
Affects all visas, including F, J and H for those residing in Brazil during the 14-day period preceding their entry or attempted entry into the United States.

April 22, 2020: Immigrant Visa Proclamation (10014) [12]
Suspend entry of certain new immigrants (green card applicants.) The proclamation does not currently impact applicants for adjustment of status or nonimmigrants such as students, H-1B workers, visitors for business or pleasure, etc.

June 16, 2020: Canada-Mexico “Essential Travel” Restrictions
Affects all visas, including F, J and H for those residing in Mexico or Canada during the 14-day period preceding their entry or attempted entry into the United States. U.S. Customs and Border Protection, [13] announced an extension of the March 2020 travel restriction on entry to the United States through land ports of entry along the U.S.-Canada and U.S. Mexico borders for “essential travel” only. [14] It is important to also review the Mexican and Canadian government guidance about COVID-19 and travel [15].

March 14, 2020: Ireland and United Kingdom Proclamation (9996) [16]
Affects several visas, including J and H for those residing in England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, and the Republic of Ireland who were physically present during the 14-day period preceding their entry to the U.S. F-1 students are exempt. On October 1st the U.S. State Department announced exemptions to the Presidential Proclamations affecting travel from the Schengen region, Ireland and the U.K. including travel using ESTA. [17]

March 11, 2020: European Schengen Area Proclamation (9993) [18]
Affects several visas, including J and H for those residing in the Schengen Area during the 14-day period preceding their entry to the U.S. F-1 students are exempt. On October 1st the U.S. State Department announced exemptions to the Presidential Proclamations affecting travel from the Schengen region, Ireland and the U.K. including travel using ESTA. [17]

February 29, 2020: Iran Travel Proclamation (9992) [19]
Affects all visas, including F, J and H for those residing in the Islamic Republic of Iran during the 14-day period preceding their entry to the U.S.

January 31, 2020 China Travel Proclamation (9984) [20]
Affects all visas, including F, J and H for those residing in the People's Republic of China, excluding the Special Autonomous Regions of Hong Kong and Macau, during the 14-day period preceding their entry to the U.S.
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